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One Big Union Club
Geobge Carey, Sec'y

242 East 14th STREET
New York M?roh .23,. l?3f.

Fellow-worker:

Herewith we are sending you a copy of our pamphlet, "Why One Big Union 1 '

which we hope will be favorably received by you.

While there will doubtless be many in the working clas3 movement who

will disagree yrith us, still we expect that it will be considered in ths

proper light

.

Another pamphlet is now in the process of printing and will appear

3horiiy

.

In case you wish to obtain additional copie3 vre will be pleased to

mail them to you at a copy in lots of 20 or more.

If there is any other information that ue can furnish you regarding

the "One Big Union" we shall be very glad to do so.

Hoping that you will assist ue in building ONE POWERFUL UNION and

ONE ONLY of the whole working class, we remain

'tfith best wishes*

Yours for Industrial Freedom

ONE BIG UNION CLUB

J,
C£arey Secretary
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Ullpt! Hani
By JOE HILL

Tune "Rainbow"
We want ail the workers in the world to organize

Into a great big union grand
And when we all united stand

The world for workers we'll demand
If the working: class could only see and realize

What mighty power labor has
Then the exploiting master clas9

It would soon fade away.

Come all ye toilers lhat work for wages
Come From every land
Join out fighting band
In one union grand
Then for the workers we'll make upon this earth a paradise
When the slaves get wise and organize.

e want the sailor and the tailor and the lumberjack
And the cooks and laundry girls

We want the guy that dives for pearls

ITie pretty maid that's making curls

And the baker and the staker and the chimney sweep
We want the man that's slinging hash

The child that works for little cash
In one union grand

.

We want the tinner and the skinner and the chambermaid
We want the man that spikes on soles

We want the man that's digging holes
We want the man that's climbing poles

And the trucker and the mucker and the hired man
And all the factory girls and clerks

Yes, we want every one that works
In one union grand*



LIBRARY

Why the One Bin Union Club?

To begin with, we realize that all wage earners must live. All must
have access to the means of life. Therefore all have a common interest to

bring about securitjr
.

Sectional organizations are only interested in the welfare of their

respective section of organized workers but not in all. Otherwise ihey would
not so organize but try to organize all. The basis or Jurisdiction of an- or-

ganization tells the story of the purpose or the interests it intends to ad-

vance. It is the rock foundation of its philosophy and will inevitably re-

vert to its base always to defend itself e gainst other forces, self preserva-

tion being the first law of nature and prerogative.

A Trade Union furthers trade interests for special interests and spe-

cial privileges. Industrial Unions further industrial interests also for their

espeetive sections and consideration

.

A Class Union will further class interests as that is its base and in-

tention. Otherwise no such organism would be required.

If all members of the entire working class are to be protected then

We must bring them all inio One Union to develop the combined strength

of all to ba sure all are taken care of. and to make the tas& comparatively
easy, besides to bring the greatest harmony and better understanding among
them. Also to have an instrument through which all would get consideration

and all can have a voice and take part in the decisions. In a Union theie

is strength; in a Class Union - class strength. A Class Union has also a

potentiality of becoming a new social factor for a new social order. It could

do away with exploitation of man by man.
JURISDICTIONAL DISPUTES

Jurisdictional disputes' arise out of borderlines* by some group try-

ing to embrace additional territory, therefore of necessity infringing upon
someone else's jurisdiction. It is the result of expansion policies or programs-

Any organism seeks to maintain itself and also become a greater

and greater factor in the industrial, social or political life within a small

confine or nation or the world. And in order to become a greater factor

must seek for more strength, more power. It cannot stop at its original con-

fine but must enlarge it, reaching out for new territory — sphere of in-

fluence -— broaden out its jurisdiction over additional forces. Therefore it

comes into conflict with other forces that claim prior Jurisdiction — hence

the dispute or wars according to forces arrayed against each other.

An expansionist policy or program is only possible where new terri-

tory can be added to the respective organism.

Whenever all nations are combined under one nation no new terri-

tory can be added, then no expansionist policy can be pursued, as the nation

would be all inclusive.

Among Labor Unions we are also confronted with jurisdictional

disputes over new work — additional work, or over other workers in the

trade, over more workers in an industry or additional industries. This policy

brings about the labor disputes — Union against Union over jurisdiction

.

Most unions try to enlarge their membership claiming jurisdiction over mem-
bers of other unions.

An Industrial Union has a larger jurisdiction than a Trade Union

.



It seeks to cover an entire industry. And even here we also find disputes as

the Industrial Union needs more strength in order to cope with ^°»|"?n»

hit own or control all the industries required m changing raw matenals

nfo finished articles .(products) for the market. Therefore the In

dustria^tn will also be compelled to enlarge it. scope in order to ma. n-

ik itself against greater forces; hence additional junction i» sought or

mUst bVougKt
ocess ^ ^ ^ ^ aU work£ r Qne UniQn

Cbtt Union — then the Workers Union will be all inclusive

.

is achieved no new jurisdiction can be gained, consequently junsd.ctmnal

disputes also must cease.
,

An organization starting out to organize all wo
— a Class Union — recognizes no juns-

- A
Whenever this

rkers irrespective of

ade or industry into one union

diction within the class but tends to embrace ai: irom u.«K»— ~
fher theTnfeTests of the class as a class. It is done to get greater

To generate power enough to abolish exploitation of man by man as soon

33 P°55i

Make labor wars impossible by merging ¥?^ih^&^ ^\\— a Class Union — to achieve its goal to secunty of the means of We to all.

CO-OPERATION AND CO-ORDINATION

The Basic Principles of Union Organization

A union organize, on the basis of self help, 8^^^r^;
operation among and for its membership. It * the very basis of the . rug

gfeXr life in a collective way. Co-operation is the very essence of collect-

iVCCfEO
The individual worker finds himself too weak in the daily struggle

to live or in Ae manner he would like to live. Therefore, the next logical

step: is'to try and get strength in one way or another, in order to overcome

the obstacles ir^^^^^gfforces together for purposes of co-

r n abie way, to develop such instruments as can accomphsh the

7 rrA ?nds Tins mus be done, whether it be in industry or in the social

nms be Ine to protect life in the best possible way and
Jo

make

"easier 1 more secure. Co-operation is therefore, /he very fi«l prm-

ciple of union organization, h 5s based on the pnncmle of self help, self

^^"o- 2S*£ GST* bring about its des,es

or needs^fhe decbions are more momentous m accordance with the strength

any station, It w U have * ' *
nQr ,,oW gre?t it may appear
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SOCIETY — by starting at the very bottom —— from the very beginning

to do things for itself more and more; by building the new social order little

by little until finally complete.

The workers through ONE UNION of all workers will learn by ex-

perience how best to accomplish their wishes. The union is, therefore, the

instrument of the workers. It is the one constructive force— the build-

er of a better society.

A Union* as stated before, is. formed on the basis of self reliance.

Therefore it must shape its organization accordingly and adopt policies and
methods that can serve its institution best. Otherwise it is at the mercy of

others. It would have to depend upon, friends.

Friends generally look out for themselves first and let the others

go to the devil* They, as a rule, only use you and only help others when
convenient and profitable at no cost to themselves- Therefore Labor — the

workers — must build its own institution to serve its own defense and ad-

vancement and above all on the basis of self reliance.

There must be a democratic or co-operative spirit among all its mem-
J
si where all its units have a voice and a share in the decisions of its in-

stitution. This is essential to getting the greatest co-operation, the

greatest freedom that possibly can be obtained. Through the Unionv the

workers decide for themselves and put into effect and fulfill their desires

by themselves.

The Union is the effective instrument of the workers. Through the

Union the workers themselves accomplish their objective of today and to-

morrow effectively. IN A CLASS UNION THERE IS STRENGTH —
CLASS POWER.

Organization plus Education equals POWER.
There is no substitute for intelligence, common sense and courage.

Intelligence — Understanding of forces and the problems conJront-

us - 1 > . \
Common Sense — Doing things with understanding and the

strength at hand.

Courage — Determination and the will to do.

AN OUTLINE OF A POSSIBLE STRUCTURE

FOR A CLASS UNION

(Industrial in Structure)

• A Class Union must embrace every member of the class it seeks to

organize. A worker s union must, therefore, bring all wage and salary work-

ers within its fold. It must be all inclusive.

When a Class Union, (One Big Union of all Workers) gains a

large number of workers it is then confronted with the problem of bringing

about a shop organization in industry also known as union control in the

shops, mills,, mines, farms, etc.

Instead of organizing independent or separate autonomous Trade

Unions, One Big Union needs to institute Shop Committee$ to deal with

conditions in the respective shops, mines, etc. This is also proposed by Indus-



Several shops in the same or kindred industries should institute the
industrial committees instead of the autonomous Industrial Union as pro-
mulgated by Industrial Union ideas. In this the One Big Union advocates
entirely disagree because it divides the workers according to industry into
many unions, and therefore remains organized division.

The concentration of eapital into fewer and fewer hands makes it

a monopoly capitalism. The Steel Trust, organized over twenty-eight years
ago, owns and operates ore mines, railroads, ships, steel mills, coal mines,
coke ovens* lumber mills and camps, all to assure uninterrupted raw mat-
erial to make steel. It even owns and operates it's own steamship line on
the high seas to deliver its commodity into far distant world markets,

Henry Ford owns- lumber milb, Steel plants, coal mines, ore mines,
glass factories, railroads and ships as well as numerous smaller industrial
plants, also to assure uninterrupted raw material at low cost. Many other
examples could be cited.

General Motors, United States Steel, Dupont, Railroad Corpora-
tions arc all connected together through three big banks, with J. P. Morgan
as the pivot.

Yet all Industrial Unionists divide the workers according to certain
concepts of narrow, arbitrary industrial lines. As an example: ore miners
are placed in an ore miners" industrial union, coal miners into a coal miners"
industrial union, steel plant workers into a steel workers" Industrial union,
seamen into a marine workers" industrial union, etc. etc, even though all

these workers are working for one boss, one single corporation for the pur-
pose of producing pig iron and steel, or automobiles and airplanes.

We present herewith a diagram of a One Big Union concept, taking
the Steel Trust as an example:
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This would also be an up-to-date industrial union squaring up with

the mode of production if an autonomous industrial union were desired. We
are convinced, however, that the CLASS union must be formed and not the

individual industrial union. Therefore we propose the Inter-Industrial Council

f
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The several Industrial Committee* (councils) would create the In-

'^r-lndustrial Council, a direct organic setup from the very shop to the last

link in the whole industrial and social fabric* the entire producing and dis-

tributing mechanism upon which life depends.

This brings the One Big Union Into an industrial structure with-

out separate industrial unions. The Inter-Industrial Council is the Class Un-
ion, industrial in structure, when finally complete.

In this way every worker belongs to one and the same union* It

is always "his" or ""her" Union or "their" Union. "Our** Union is still bet-

ter stated.

If an employer attacks the Union, he attack* the workers' union and
feel the necessity of coming to the defense of their own union.

In the past, the answer on the part of organized worker* has been:

"It is not MY union that is on strike",
BT have nothing to do with that un-

ion". "It is not trying to serve or protect ME"; in other words "It is the

other workers* union that is attacked and 1 have no direct interest in it" -

When all workers are in One Big Union and in one only* it be-

comes a different story. One Big Union tries to protect all, to serve all, and
is therefore a direct concern to each and every worker, no matter In what
industry he or she may be engaged, here or a thousand miles away.

One Big Union seeks to bring every worker into Its ranks* It

would in this way eliminate the unorganized labor supply where the em-
ployers now recruit strikebreakers or "scabs" to browbeat the organized

workers and force them into submission. With One Big Union, there'd BE
NO SCABS*. The employing class, themselves, would have to attempt to

break strikes or else concede to the demands of the workers*

As we slart to organize the workers into One Big Union we bring



about an organizing instrument. As the membership becomes larger and lar-

ger the ins mment becomes mote and more effective mcreas.ng
J,

power

and ability to bring all workers into the Union. In fact, no worker could

remafn outside of It. The Organized worker, would refuse to work «th

any others. The employers would have to deal with a umon ^j""^
they could not run the industries with only a few unorganized workers this

would bring about Union Recognition without the necewty o
™£»f

a demand. We would need no certificate of organization from the employ.

Condons of the workers would improve as the Union is "nd ™£
completed and demands for improvements made according to the strength

^^One^Bt'uXn. however, will seek absolute security ,o the means

PIOflt
'

One Big Union can enforce ifs decisions to shorten the work dav

when sufficient

5
workers axe within it s ranks. We. ourselves, would dee.de

our working time and enforce our decisions.

We would also compel the installation of safety W^^ ^*

i t I th + remind or to «ive labor only equivalent to the re

work for less than^%f^n
f^°lJj]eve\ of the hardest driven workers

.
rated to entorce our "C™a

?
fe t</meet the requirement that all can

ening the work day or work ™
f ^ One. Big Union can do this

take part in the processes ot the means or uie-wr.^ „

iTft wiH have strength enough to enforce Us demons.

' TOWN COUNCILS

We also must consider the Class Union from a city or town council

WlS
'

Many industries are purely local industries and serve
:

local interest!

These cannot be considered^f^^^^^^t
would revert to that type under production tor us -

i n
uprng5 0 f

allowance to local town conned*. from that to ^ er g



always «ll,,n the One Umon and ncTer step outside its, jurisdiction or bo„„!

REGARDING WAGE DEMANDS
m<lu*Ai*£}^*TJ '?2 Peri°d °' 1
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mum rate were to be demanded. This condition still exists to the present day.even the progressive industrial union* in their historv of nW

ers and mechanics. This makes for special privil
few, and makes for sectional groups.

eges, vested interests for a
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dnve a wedge so that a few of the workers would[ ^ ? f l
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E. J. Lewis* the organizer of this union in lQTi :« V
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After considerable pow-wow the one single minimum demand was
insisted upon and won. Even the Waterboys and riggers were included in

it. If a boss wanted to pay more he could do so. However, none of them did.

In February, 1915, on effort was made to get a special rate for

grain by a sectional group and it just about wrecked the union. Later on, ex-

tra pay was demanded for powder and oil due to extra hazards. Potential

danger! This made for sectionalism and was a thorn in the path of real pro-

gress- A single rate on a respective cargo, however* was never deviated from.

All were paid alike (waterboy, dcckmen, riggers) in a gang, no matter what
each one did.

A severe racial difference had also to be broken down that no other

part of the L W. W. had ever been confronted with since this union's

membership was composed of 60 per cent negroes and 40 per cent whites.

A serious nationalistic problem had also to be met, due to many members
coming from NEW BORN nations after the World War, Religious differ-

ence* were also very marked . Yet in spite of all this, this union in the I •

W . W . maintained itself during and afier the war; a steady force from 19 1 3

to 1922 continually forging ahead as no other union did within the I. W. W.
A minimum wage of eighty cents an hour for all had already been achieved

by December, 1919.
One outstanding thing that kept them together was a single wage

rate on the respective caTgo. Together we can go ahead, divided into groups
we are doomed, was the continual note,

Since the I. W. W. is off the waterfront in Philadelphia (1923)
the truckers and carloaders get much less. Only the holemen and dcckmen
get the I. L. A. schedule or union wages. The holemen with the few deck-

men are now reallv the union. The rest have been sacrificed although they
rre the majority- The highest paid workers get it again at the expense of

the rest- The speed-up is much greater. The best men now get but very little

time so they are also losing by this system.
In the next instance only a minimum rate demand was made in the

middle west in 1915 by the newly formed Agricultural Workers Organization

No* 400 of the I. W. W. whose elected Secretary was a member of the

Longshoremen's Union in Philadelphia in the Fall of 1914 and Spring of

1 9T5 and who had worked on the waterfront during that period. He had
seen the single wage rate in operation and was therefore able to explain that

phase of tactics to a militant workers' organization.

Many members of the A, W. O. wanted to ask $7.00 for separator

men, $6.00 for engineers on threshing machines, $5.00 for firemen, $4.00
for spikepitehers and $3-00 for the rest of the harvest workers, the great

majority. Mostly because the workers were so used to having such large

differences in wages, therefore they believed it necessary for them to do
likewise. The bosses always paid a few workers well so that they in re-

turn would help to check and drive the great majority.

After considerable discussion the single minimum rate carried the day
and was given a trial in the eary summer of 191 5* was continued in 1916
and also in 1917.

Raising the social level of the hardest driven workers is our first need.

Reduce the great inequality (differentiations) among the workers then bet-

ter harmony and better understanding will be possible.

The I. W. W. ciitized the trade unions up to this date * for

always looking out for only a few rather than the many. If that criticism was
in order then we must also change to looking out for the many instead of

the few.



One Big Union must start from the bottom. Raise the social level
up to the better paid workers as fast as possible with strength and courage
at hand. Then all together raise our standards to the full product of labor's
toil. (Labor's producing ingenuity.)

The A. W. O. No. 400 in the winter of 1915-1916 made only
one minimum wage demand. That was in the lumber industry of Minnesota
and Wisconsin, yet many of the better paid woodsmen joined that organiz-
ation during the winter. They realized that if the "bottom" is lifted then
they may also get more wages or at least retain their present working con-
ditions which otherwise might have been reduced

.

It ia essential to reduce rather than to increase the differentiation
from laborer's to mechanic's wage rates, to get greater solidarity, harmony
and understanding. As interests become more unified the workers solidarity
increases since they are affected alike. We want to do away with classes
ond castes! Why not start at home and practice sor&c of it?

In some industries wages are so standardized that there is very little
difference. It might as well be eliminated altogether by a class union and
get greater solidarity among the members, instead of see-sawing back and
forth regarding wage demands.

Aa a matter of fact, some of the better paid workers are only the
pace setters and drivers for the boss:

The fact that the A. W. O. No. 400 made only a single minimum
wage demand did not prevent nor deter workers who received much more
from joining that union. Many railroad engineers and conductors and other
well paid tradesmen joined it. Miners, construction workers, lumber workers
and many others lined up. If the social level of the lower paid worker is
raised then the standards of the better paid as welt may be enhanced- At
least it h not lowered as it might otherwise be.

The A. W. O. approach of 191 5-191 7 therefore was correct for
p. Class Union to protect the bottom and raise the social level of the lowest
slrata. It is still correct in 1936. It should be adhered to by an organization
trying or intending to defend workers interests.

Different wage rates make for special privileges leaving the least
skilled and the greatest number of workers in the rear. The reason most
advanced for so doing is that the boss is unwilling to pay all workers nlike
The best rates* are generally made fnst and then on down and when the
unskilled or helpers are considered the brake of the skilled workers is ap-
plied to make the bottom rate within reason (not too high)

.

These are trade union (A. F. of L.) policies to get most for the
so-called skilled workers (very important members in key positions) and
to sacrifice the many, thereby keeping them in place, for the boss.

AS TO STRIKES
For more than half a century many aggressive unionists have looked

upon strikes primarily as a means of organizing the workers. The idea was
to take all that could be gained at the time but by all means keep the union
and at once organize for more strength for the next struggle for new coins-
They advocated short strikes- Many small gains outstrip a comparatively
large gain at a given time,

The other type of unionists were more concerned with getting better



conditions at all costs, even at the expense of sacrificing the union. They
were, and are, still afraid that the woikers would not pay their dues, would
not stick to their union unless conditions were obtained for their respective

workers. They/ therefore, usually refuse to consent to the strike being called

off after gaining a small demand. They also accept the theory that the work-

ers would Hock to the Industrial union if the Industrial union could show
them how much more they could obtain. This- however, has never material-

ized. It has turned out to be an illusion. Even the I- W. W. has had a

similar experience.

The first group has stated over and over, again and again* that if

the workers were organized properly they could gain concessions from the

employing class by increasing or decreasing the productivity of the industries.*

"Strike on the job" was one of their slogans. "Enforce safety rules. Safety

First" was another. This, however, means nothing if done sporadically or

without method. It must be done in an organized manner with precision and

method. It may be applied for a day* a few days, a week, and then re-

turn to the old method for a brief period and then again applied. Applied

again and again to test the machine — the organized machine. This is a test

of how effectively your organized power can operate. It must also have a

purpose in view or it merely becomes a general nuisance.

All unions use the strike as a weapon to stop industry, to compel the

boss to come to terms; and as soon as the boss concedes the demands of

the workers they at once proceed to operate the industries again. The speed

and effectiveness with which the Union can apply the stopping and the

starting of industry is the relative power it has to that of the employer.

Through it the share of production that labor receives is determined today.

A strike on the job is the application of decreasing and increasing

the productivity of industry by organized effort of the workers in industry.

Production is not entirely stopped. It may be curtailed 10 per cent or 20

per cent or as determined by the workers- The workers do not walk out of

the shops and factories and leave them for the scabs to eorjie in and operate.

Ah, no . The organized workers only work slower and gear the machine to

a slower speed so that less merchandise will be produced. Applying safety

rules to the minutest detail invariably also produces that result.

This form of strike is the most effective, once understood; but the

workers must be wellorganized and understand its philosophy*

It cannot be carried on spasmodically, as stated before, but must

be applied for short periods and then production again increased as if no-

thing had occurred. Then it must be again applied if no concessions arc

made until the desired result has been accomplished. In this way the machine

becomes a weapon as well as a tool in the hands of the working class*

When workers are unorganized and dissatisfied they usually strike

by leaving the shops, then elect a strike committee to present demands to

the boss. These demands are usually made on notions and impulses not in

accordance with strength developed and, therefore, in many instances out

of proportion to organized power* failing, therefore, in most cases.

Organizers generally have no faith that workers will stick fust after

being organized and usually insist upon holding out to the bitter end to gain

larger concessions and to get UNION RECOGNITION, above all else.

Workers should and must be taugfit, however, to generate strength,

organized strength, POWER, and demands upon their respective employers

in proportion' to that strength, and not to rely upon outside support that

may be obtained. In this way workers learn to rely upon themselves.



Making minor demands is in no way a sign of meekness, weakness
or conservatism," when made in accordance lo the strength generated by a
CLASS union, but is rather a sign of understanding of social forces and the

respective strength of the opposing sides. A. Class Union strives for strength,

organized power of all workers first — to protect itself and to promote its

interests. Demands in the ORGANIZING stage of the Class Union are sub-
jective to the strength and not the reverse.

ORGANIZE STRENGTH! WIN DEMANDS ! HOLD THE GAINS!
ORGANIZE FOR GREATER STRENGTH TO GET NEW GAINS! HOLD
THEM! GENERATE MORE POWER AS FAST AS POSSIBLE TO
GLASS POWER should be our procedure. This in order to overcome ex-
loltation of man by man.

A Class Union, therefore, must be built. This is an organization to
which all workers are directly eligible, regardless of where they work or
what they may do. Skilled and unskilled alike. Organized in this way and
understanding the strike in proper relation to the Class Union* ONE BIG
UNION, they will soon become a powerful instrument, applying its power
where the livelihood is made for the workers and the employing class.

The workers here are invincible because the boss needs them and
here they can determine the living standards of both classes.

If the boss allows only starvation wages then the workers might also

produce only enough to keep themselves, thereby cutting off the profits for

the boss. If the workers must accept misery then they might as well cut off
the boss as well from the good things of life.

"We are just as good as you, Mr. Boss". "We came into this world
alike".

'*All arc supposed to be free and equal, therefore we have just as
much right to live as you have, Mr. Boss**, should be our attitude.

A Class Union ONLY, can bring organized pressure of all workers,
and wring improvements for all from the ruling class today. Organization— therefore organized power— is the imperative need.

When the workers are organized into One Big Union and learn to

use the Industries as a weapon to wrest concessions from the master class

as well as to produce effectively; then the working class is well on the road
to a better social system. When they are completely organized they will be
in a position to use their strength to eliminate Capitalism and to operate
the industries for the new social order.

The GENERAL STRIKE so much talked about must be a GENERAL
LOOKOUT of the employing class and not the desertion of the industries

by the workers. On the contrary, the workers must take and hold the in-

dustries at all costs and operate them against all hazards for USE only and
not for profit for the few.

The Capitalists never release or relax their organizing for power but
try to increase it in order to hold what they have and to increase exploitation

to still higher degrees- They do not advocate disorganizing of strength a-

mong themselves as many radicals do or advocate organizing of small groups
(Independents) . Instead, they merge and merge into bigger combinations
to solidify their power and safeguard their Interests.

To meet this kind of ruling class, only a continual organized power
and pressure of all workers as a whole can hope to gain any results.

When the workers have learned to go back to work in the industries

as soon as organized and then make demands through a shop committee or
industrial council, they will then carry out the real functions of union men



and women in the most logical way and in true relation to present day so-

ciety. When organized in a big way the leaving of industries is not needed

but would be suicidal. The industries must be acquired and held to get ac-

cess to the means of life and this cannot be done by leaving them. Strikes

should be short and sweet, and when used primarily to generate power will

have most value and be most lasting. ORGANIZE FOR POWER and make

trikes subjective thereto.

DEMOCRATIC CONTROL

With Shop Councils the greatest democratic control of industrial af-

fairs can be well established. The workers, once organized, vote through

the shops wharc they work, expressing their direct needs in industry tor

today as well as for tomorrow.
All matters pertaining to the particular shop the workers are engaged

in can be settled directly through that shop committee or council.

All matters pertaining to and concerning the industry as a whole can

e settled only through the respective industrial council.

Whatever becomes a general concern of all workers throughout all

industries — a class issue — must be considered by the inter-industrial coun-

cil of all workers of the whole union.

In this way a most democratic control by the workers is possible di-

rectly at the point of production, since most functionary jobs would be e-

liminated. The setup of control is within the industry and not outside of

t. The latter would only cause outside interference.

The unemployed, belonging to the same union with the employed

and grouped together through an unemployed council are in direct contact

with the industrial councils and inter-industrial council and are thus abic to

discuss the problems as they are affected by them. Unemployment is a

CLASS problem and must be considered as such.

Fellow-workers, the foregoing is a brief outline of our conception

of ONE BIG UNION in formation and in ifs possible development. We t ^

not claim that it is 100% perfect or that it must be just as we have out-

lined it, but that it can and must be modified to meet requirements as we

go along. We submit this to you not only as a possible formation but also

as it could be in operation when completed.

The One Big Union Club does not want a One Big Union just to

create an institution nor do we want it for an idol or symbol. But we do

want One Big Union of all workers as an instrument — as a tool and a

weapon only — to bring home the bacon — the things we are after

If you, who read this, like the Idea, join us and help to advocate

it more effectively in an organized way. Even if it is acceptable to you onl-

in part. Let us get your idea so that it also can be presented as soon as pos-

Join us and do it today. Be a trail blazer to help put the One Big

Union across.

For further information address

Address: ONE BIG UNION CLUB
George Carey. Secretary
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